24 window box

Beauty sprouts outside your very window when you make and install these window boxes.
Blooming with colorful annual flowers, perennials, or lush succulents, window boxes are those
extra touches you've long desired to grace your home's exterior. Enjoy your boxes from inside,
too, as the tops of gorgeous flowers and plants peek up just below the window frame. Materials
can be sourced from your local home improvement store, many even available in pre-cut sizes.
If not, you'll find that most stores will cut the materials for you on-site, saving valuable time.
What better way to complement farmhouse-style board and batten shutters than with a
matching window box? This simple but effective touch gives the box a classic rail-and-stile
look, similar to that of a Craftsman-style door. Painted and mounted on metal brackets to the
home's brick exterior, these window boxes perfectly accent the white windows and casing. Best
of all, these low-key boxes stand back and let the true stars of the show shine, that container
garden favorite: brightly colored perennial calibrachoas. It was the perfect opportunityâ€”when
you want to DIY a window box for your house, and you just happen to notice a wooden pallet
nearby, serendipity has spoken. From that wood pallet, the Deckers put together a inch wide
window box two boards high with a gap between the boards for drainage. To keep the soil in,
they lined the box with a black window screen mesh. When the window box is filled with black
potting soil, the mesh visually disappears. This petite and utterly adorable DIY window box is
made from just one fence panel. First, she began with a inch plastic window box liner, then
fashioned the box around that. Trim around the top and bottom of the box were added for
artistic finishing touches. Capable of holding up to pounds of plants and soil, this classic style
DIY window box gains its strength from two hefty corbels , as well as the five thick lag bolts that
attach the box to the house. Raise the charm level to "high" by adding fence tops to your
window box. This fence style with the corners lopped off is called dog-eared. Then she applied
them to her inch window box for a winsome, homey look. There is no easier way to fancy up
your DIY window box than by adding fun trim. Make the molding and trim section of your local
home center your oyster, and let your creativity run free. Jen of the blog iHeart Organizing
started with inexpensive whitewood common boards 8 inches wide by 8 feet long. Then she
gave the box a lovely, decorative touch merely by adding a strip of pine primed finger-jointed
base cap molding across the top. A bead of glue and a few brad nails were all that were needed
to attach the trim. A soothing mixture of pastels graces this chevron patterned DIY window box.
It began as a lifeless white box before its owner added painted wood strips to the front, giving it
a colorful second life. Lattice Window Box. Farmhouse-Style Design. Large Window Box. Wood
Pallet Design. Continue to 5 of 9 below. Cedar Fence Window Box. Design With Corbels.
Dog-Eared Cedar Fence Style. Fancy Trimmed Box. Continue to 9 of 9 below. Chevron Pattern
Style. Read More. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. If you have been looking to
boost curb appeal for your home's exterior, we are the perfect source for small window
planters. With numerous options to choose from, we offer a wide range of styles and materials
from which to select. When shopping for flower boxes, choices include:. No matter what kind of
containers you want to dress up the front of your home, you can be confident of high quality,
durable materials. Consider accessorizing wrought iron and aluminum cages with a copper
tone, silver tone, bronze tone, or coconut coir liner for a special touch and an Old World style
look. Besides the dozens of window boxes to choose from, we also offer customization options.
Call us today to discuss your next project or buy window boxes online in a few clicks. If you are
in the market for window boxes for double hung windows, this section of up to window planters
up to 30"is your go-to for finding the right planter for your home. With literally dozens of styles
and designs to choose from, our selection of small window planters is extraordinary indeed. No
matter what exterior decor you prefer to boost your home's curb appeal, our flower boxes offer
something for every personality and style. We carry lightweight yet durable vinyl window boxes,
or choose a wood window garden box, a wrought iron window box planter--whatever suits your
home's exterior best. Whether you are looking to create an herbal window garden box just
outside your kitchen window or decorate numerous flower boxes adorning the front of the
home, the many categories of 24" flower boxes are sure to delight all many of tastes and
lifestyles. Each category of planter box comes with its own mounting brackets for easy flush
mounting. Or, if you want to add flower boxes on your patio or deck, just fill with your favorite
colorful blossoms and foliage to set on a flat surface for a coordinated look that is guaranteed
to improve your home's attractiveness. The most popular categories include wrought iron
cages in either coco noir English Basket style or Tapered Iron Window Boxes that can hold
lovely clay pots. Or, add a liner in pristine white, black, or metallic colors including copper tone,
bronze, and silver tone, even real copper that patinas over time. And for a lighter alternative to
wrought iron, many select our popular Aluminum Window Box Cages for a similar effect. For the
look of real wood, select one of our gorgeous authentic Redwood Window Boxes in either a

vertical paneled style, banded, or modest rough-cut styles. And if you want the look of wood
without the upkeep, select a fiberglass window box in a myriad of styles and cuts, available in
crisp white or custom color to match your home's exterior. They come with a cleat mounting
system, making them easy to install. Call Us! Sign In Account 0 Checkout. Window Boxes up to
30". When shopping for flower boxes, choices include: Vinyl Wrought iron Rustic wood
Lightweight aluminum No matter what kind of containers you want to dress up the front of your
home, you can be confident of high quality, durable materials. Page: 1 2 Next. View Details. The
Planter Box Selection Extraordinaire If you are in the market for window boxes for double hung
windows, this section of up to window planters up to 30"is your go-to for finding the right
planter for your home. The Many Categories of Small Flower Boxes Whether you are looking to
create an herbal window garden box just outside your kitchen window or decorate numerous
flower boxes adorning the front of the home, the many categories of 24" flower boxes are sure
to delight all many of tastes and lifestyles. Additional Window Box Design Ideas For the look of
real wood, select one of our gorgeous authentic Redwood Window Boxes in either a vertical
paneled style, banded, or modest rough-cut styles. Image Gallery. Sign Up For Our Newsletter.
Sign Up for Our Newsletter:. Flower Window Boxes TM brand PVC window boxes are helping to
transform the window box industry as your affordable no rot solution to window boxes that
look, paint, and feel identical to wood. You get the attractiveness of wood without the high
maintenance and frequent replacement. The New Age Mo dern PVC window box planter is a
contemporary window box that comes standard in white, with pre-drilled drain holes. It features
a mid-century modern design, ships fully assembled and is ready to be installed upon receipt.
Window box brackets are decorative only and not required, but greatly enhance the look of our
window boxes. Lag bolt installation through the back of the box is recommended for easy
installation. Install instructions are included or you may also check our video on how to install
window boxes for more guidance. Easy and convenient self-watering reservoir system can be
added and will cut your watering frequency by three-fold saving you time and making
maintenance for vacations and those with busy lifestyles easy! Only available at Flower Window
Boxes! Go direct with Flower Window Boxes and get quality products and direct rates. We
provide standard and custom PVC window boxes at unbeatable prices and we get them
delivered to you faster than anybody else. We also manufacture custom window boxes and
planters in virtually any size. Our PVC planter boxes are made from the same high quality as our
window boxes and can be ordered in matching designs. Window Boxes. Note that it is
recommended that you have a handyman, carpenter, or other professional install these window
boxes to maximize your safety. The manufacturer of these window boxes claims no liability or
responsibility for damages due to improper installation. Step 1: Remove your window box from
the packaging. Before you drill a hole through the box where it is marked, you need to ensure
that the placement of this hole is adequate to match your window. If you will be installing on
stucco or siding, it is recommended that your holes drilled overlap a stud you will likely modify
the placement of the manufacturers pre-marked holes by moving them left or right a few inches.
Because this can vary depending on the size of your window and how it was installed, please
consult with a local professional to determine the best placement. If you will be installing on
rock or brick, feel free to use the holes that were pre-marked by the manufacturer, as you are
not required to mount to a stud. Step 4: Hold the window box up to the window in the desired
location and with a pencil, trace through the drilled holes in the back of the box so that you are
transferring onto the walls of your house the corresponding location of the holes on the box.
Step 5 - Brick : Set the window box down. You will now need to drill where you have marked. If
are installing on siding or stucco, please proceed to Step5 Siding Below. Fill the hole with a
silicone caulking. It is imperative that this hole be located over a stud to ensure maximum
strength. Proceed to Step 6 below and ignore the use of anchors related to Brick installation in
Step 5 Brick. Step 6: Hold the window box back up to the window. The holes in the back of the
box should overlap the anchors in the house. You are now ready to tighten the lag bolts with a
large washer over the lag bolt and on the inside of the box make sure the washer is between the
head of the lag bolt and the inside of the back of the box before tightening. Step 7: Prior to fully
tightening the lag bolts, you may wish to place a level in the box to check for levelness. This will
maximize proper drainage for your window box. Step 8: Caulk around your window box to seal it
up and keep water from getting behind it. Caulk over the screw heads as well. This makes them
water tight and prevents water and dirt from getting behind the box. You can glue or screw faux
brackets to box at any time and usually after installation so that they sit flush to the house. Hold
to box for 2 minutes. Finish with caulk around the joint where the bracket meets the box.
Although optional, this will give it a more professional look. Finish with caulk. Placement of
brackets is at discretion of customer. CAUTION: Do Not install window box brackets directly
beneath a drain hole as this may prevent drainage or cause water to get inside of the brackets

and oxidize. Avoid painting in direct sunlight on a surface that is too warm or heat blistering can
occur. Remove any water and dirt on the box first. Do not use oil based paint. Latex can take
days to dry. For this reason avoid exposing box to dew, high humidity, moisture, or rain shortly
after you have painted the box. Painting in a damp basement or similar area can lead to
blistering or bubbling of the paint due to water being trapped inside or under the paint prior to it
drying. It is easiest to paint your window box before installing to your home. There is no need to
prime, sand, or prep your window box. Paint directly on window box with a brush or roller using
any exterior grade latex paint. There is no need to paint the back of the box. If you prefer, you
can paint an inch down to where the dirt line is. Oil based paints will not work. It's ok to use a
professional spray system and spray the latex paint on or you can simply brush or roll the box.
Let paint completely dry before installing to your home. Step 2: Use either method below or
both. Black Landscape Method Step 2a : Place a layer of landscape fabric. This will act as a filter
to capture soil prior to water exiting from drain holes. Step 4: Add nutrient rich potting soil to
your window box. Fill up to and within 1 inch from the top of your window box. Step 5: Proceed
by adding your choice of flowers, plants, herbs or seeds. Self-Watering Option:. No Thanks!
Mounting Hardware Options:. Technical Specs. Installation Videos. Related Items. Flower
Window Boxes TM brand PVC window boxes are helping to transform the window box industry
as your affordable no rot solution to window boxes that look, paint, and feel identical to wood,
but without the maintenance. The Traditional design is a classical look and this model has an
optional base trim feature that can be added at the time of ordering to accentuate traditional flair
and style, or can be left off, allowing your flowers to dominate the landscape. Decorative
window box brackets can also be added which greatly enhance the look of your new boxes.
Window box brackets are decorative only and not required, but greatly enhance the look of our
window boxes. Lag bolt installation through the back of the box is recommended for easy
installation. Install instructions are included or you may also check our video on how to install
window boxes for more guidance. Easy and convenient self-watering reservoir system can be
added and will cut your watering frequency by three-fold saving you time and making
maintenance for vacations and those with busy lifestyles easy! Only available at Flower Window
Boxes! Go direct with Flower Window Boxes and get quality products and direct rates. We
provide standard and custom PVC window boxes at unbeatable prices and we get them
delivered to you faster than anybody else. We also manufacture custom window boxes and
planters in virtually any size. Our PVC planter boxes are made from the same high quality as our
window boxes and can be ordered in matching designs. Window Boxes. This is a limited time
offer only and is subject to end at any time. If you prefer a different style of bracket, please
specify in the special instructions at checkout. Note that it is recommended that you have a
handyman, carpenter, or other professional install these window boxes to maximize your safety.
The manufacturer of these window boxes claims no liability or responsibility for damages due
to improper installation. Step 1: Remove your window box from the packaging. Before you drill
a hole through the box where it is marked, you need to ensure that the placement of this hole is
adequate to match your window. If you will be installing on stucco or siding, it is recommended
that your holes drilled overlap a stud you will likely modify the placement of the manufacturers
pre-marked holes by moving them left or right a few inches. Because this can vary depending
on the size of your window and how it was installed, please consult with a local professional to
determine the best placement. If you will be installing on rock or brick, feel free to use the holes
that were pre-marked by the manufacturer, as you are not required to mount to a stud. Step 4:
Hold the window box up to the window in the desired location and with a pencil, trace through
the drilled holes in the back of the box so that you are transferring onto the walls of your house
the corresponding location of the holes on the box. Step 5 - Brick : Set the window box down.
You will now need to drill where you have marked. If are installing on siding or stucco, please
proceed to Step5 Siding Below. Fill the hole with a silicone caulking. It is imperative that this
hole be located over a stud to ensure maximum strength. Proceed to Step 6 below and ignore
the use of anchors related to Brick installation in Step 5 Brick. Step 6: Hold the window box
back up to the window. The holes in the back of the box should overlap the anchors in the
house. You are now ready to tighten the lag bolts with a large washer over the lag bolt and on
the inside of the box make sure the washer is between the head of the lag bolt and the inside of
the back of the box before tightening. Step 7: Prior to fully tightening the lag bolts, you may
wish to place a level in the box to check for levelness. This will maximize proper drainage for
your window box. Step 8: Caulk around your window box to seal it up and keep water from
getting behind it. Caulk over the screw heads as well. This makes them water tight and prevents
water and dirt from getting behind the box. You can glue or screw faux brackets to box at any
time and usually after installation so that they sit flush to the house. Hold to box for 2 minutes.
Finish with caulk around the joint where the bracket meets the box. Although optional, this will

give it a more professional look. Finish with caulk. Placement of brackets is at discretion of
customer. CAUTION: Do Not install window box brackets directly beneath a drain hole as this
may prevent drainage or cause water to get inside of the brackets and oxidize. Avoid painting in
direct sunlight on a surface that is too warm or heat blistering can occur. Remove any water and
dirt on the box first. Do not use oil based paint. Latex can take days to dry. For this reason
avoid exposing box to dew, high humidity, moisture, or rain shortly after you have painted the
box. Painting in a damp basement or similar area can lead to blistering or bubbling of the paint
due to water being trapped inside or under the paint prior to it drying. It is easiest to paint your
window box before installing to your home. There is no need to prime, sand, or prep you
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r window box. Paint directly on window box with a brush or roller using any exterior grade latex
paint. There is no need to paint the back of the box. If you prefer, you can paint an inch down to
where the dirt line is. Oil based paints will not work. It's ok to use a professional spray system
and spray the latex paint on or you can simply brush or roll the box. Let paint completely dry
before installing to your home. Step 2: Use either method below or both. Black Landscape
Method Step 2a : Place a layer of landscape fabric. This will act as a filter to capture soil prior to
water exiting from drain holes. Step 4: Add nutrient rich potting soil to your window box. Fill up
to and within 1 inch from the top of your window box. Step 5: Proceed by adding your choice of
flowers, plants, herbs or seeds. Optional Bracket Self-Watering Option:. No Thanks! Mounting
Hardware Options:. Standard: 8"H x 9. Base Trim Option:. No Thanks Yes Please! Technical
Specs. Installation Videos. Related Items.

